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an exhibition entitled Knots, the inaugural show of young local artist Faiz Yunus, a graduate of Univer­sitl Institut Teknologi Mara. Com­prising 20 paintings and sculptures, Faiz’s works revolve around the dual metaphor of knots being the strong bonds of human inter­relationships, and the difficulties of being a young artist. The sculptures are made from scrap metal, fashioned into variations of knots that mate, shiny or purpose­ly speckled with patina. His paintings on the other hand range from mono­chrome to more vivid and colour­ful expressions that mimic the lines and shapes in batik design’s tjiating technique. Runs until May 5 at NN Gallery, 23A & 56 Jalan Salaisman 1, Taman Ampang Hilir, 50000 Ampang, KL. Gallery hours are from to 6pm, Mondays to Saturdays. Call (03) 4270
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